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Necessities and Temptations is two cookbooks in one - a collection of wonderful recipes and a

handy kitchen reference guide. Contains 600 triple-tested recipes and helpful illustrations, charts,

and tips, making the perfect gift for a new bride. Inducted into the McIlhenny Hall of Fame, an award

given for book sales that exceed 100,000 copies.
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I bought this book after making the chocolate frosting recipe (pg 382) at a friend's house to go with a

home made cake. The frosting is lightly chocolatey, not cloyingly sweet. As a chocolate lover I was

reserved at first, but found myself going back for more and more. By the end of the cake, I was

raving about it. Not sure if I can go back to the super sweet pre made tubs again. There are tons of

other unique and super easy recipes that yield wonderful results without a laundry list of ingredients

or time consuming methods.There's a Basics & Fundamentals section covering measurements,

conversions, ingredient substitutions, thickening agents, herbs, temperature guides, cooking terms,

and so forth. There's an entertaining section including napkin folding, place settings, buffet setup,

glass types etc. In short, a very versatile, well thought out book. Highly recommended for home

chefs of every level of experience.

Love this book! It was in very good shape even though it was used. The recipes are basic to

somewhat advanced. It has great charts in it (much like the Fanny Farmer Cookbook) about



measurements, weights, substitutions, etc. This is a good cookbook for the beginner to those of us

that just need a little refresher on the basics. It is also very pretty!

I first found this book at an "antique" store and thumbed through it. The amount of information was

incredible. The recipes looked good (and easy). The information on entertaining would ease the

anxiety of any hostess as it included everything from amounts needed for # of guests, layout of

every type of service you could imagine, all the way to 8-10 ways to fold napkins. There were pages

of things that you could do with children. The printing is clear, the layout is easy to follow.After trying

some of the recipes and knowing the inclinations of a couple of family members, I purchased two

more of these books through  to give as gifts for Christmas. It's really one of those books that would

be useful and appreciated in everyone's kitchen.

This is a great cookbook and even better reference for entertaining for any size and kind of party.

I've used this for many, many parties I've planned and was excited my daughter asked for it when

she started her own cookbook collection. She remembered all of the napkin folds she got to try!

There's also great references for large groups for planning the food and more than a few Texas

classic recipes!

This book is bright, cheerful and FULL of great recipes, many with a little twist to make them special.

One of my favorites

Love it!

Great simple recipes, helpful tips for entertaining, ideal for someone just starting out on their own,

bridal shower gift, or newlyweds!

Delicious recipes, easy to follow and my favorite go to cookbook. I have given this as gifts and this

is my second copy for my vacation house.
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